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UK Community Works and the University of East London (UEL) met up with DCLG last week to go through 
one last final issue with them that has held up progress to application finalisation and contract. UEL is now 
in place as the Lead Partner and has been working through the outstanding issues with us. We have a final 
deadline for submission of the revised Full Application of 9th February – for what we hope will be final. I still 
doubt we’ll get a contract start date much before May/June even if we do now settle these final items, 
given their ensuing contract procedures.
 
Having said this the project is still very much intact in its original form – spanning the three LEP regions, 
with public, private and third sector partners across the piece. It is the largest of its type (Local Energy 
Economy) across the country – we have six “New Energy” projects in DCLG process from Cornwall to 
Newcastle – similar in many respects (but with varying focus) and much opportunity for pan regional 
collaboration/knowledge sharing in due course.
 
Cornwall New Energy (CNE) is the only one approved and fully up and running  
www.cornwallnewenergy.com  and 12 months in all is going well. Five partners  - PRP LLP (as LEAD), 
Community Works, BRE (National Solar Centre in Cornwall), University of Exeter, Community Energy Plus 
(Cornwall). Focus is on small scale renewable energy generation (including community energy) and 
development of environmental technologies in the supply chain, and wider use of envirotec in the region. 
This includes conventional technologies such as PV, Wind, CHP etc – as well as new areas of energy storage,
microgrids, GIS energy mapping, Data Analytics, etc.
 
Eastern New Energy will have a similar basic format – building stronger Local Energy Economy – but with a 
wider remit than CNE, encompassing :-

-          Local/Community Energy
-          Low Carbon Building/Retrofit
-          Smart City Systems / Digital Systems
-          Energy Storage and Microgrids
-          Personal Energy Management / Fuel Poverty
-          Electric Cars and Vehicles

 
We are also maintaining close links with the team behind “Local Energy East” – led by the three LEPs, 
Universities, Councils (see para below). This was set up in response to a funding call from BEIS for Local 
Energy Strategies to be produced by LEPs across the country. East of England secured funding for their Tri 
LEP approach, and are also acting as national coordinators for all the strategies on behalf of BEIS. The 
strategy being developed on the back of this aligns closely with the objectives and proposed activities of 
Eastern New Energy, and I’m sure there will be much collaboration between the two, going forward.
 
We are also in close touch with the BEIS Local Energy team as their actions impact across all of the regions 
in which our “New Energy” projects are being set up.
 
Local Energy East is a tri-LEP project covering 34 local authority areas in five counties.  Local 
authorities, LEPs, universities, third and private sector organisations are directly involved.  During 
the project over 340 stakeholders have been identified who the project team would like to engage 
with to ensure the principal focus and delivery plan are fit for purpose and contribute to the 
development of a Local Energy Infrastructure and Delivery Plan.
 
So – we are occupied in finalising the Full Application revision and talking to any delivery partners where 
changes to their budget and outputs have been affected – not many. Once we are confident that our 
resubmission is moving to full approval then we want to gather the partnership together to start detailed 
prep and discussion. We’ll keep you posted on that.

http://www.cornwallnewenergy.com/

